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HEARING LOSS

TEACHER, COACH INFO
1. My child has a cochlear implant -- without her this, she would
not be able to hear. When her "ears" (processors - external part on
her ear or hearing aid) are off, she can't hear anything.
2. It is very important my child can see your face when you speak,
give instructions, etc.
3. We realize she can't always see you, so using the FM SYSTEM at
all times is very important. That helps her receive clearer
information.
4. My child has a language gap of about 2 years. While she may not
seem like it, she didn't hear or have speech for some time. She has
a gap & disability you cannot see, but it shows up in
Communication, Reading, Reading Comprehension,
Writing/Grammar and complex language (Science, etc).
5. When she hears a new word, complex language, she may process
that word because she was taught to THINK ABOUT LANGUAGE.
That is why PRETEACHING is very important. We will review new
vocabulary at home prior to the lesson, to reduce these steps.

6. Cochlear implants are not like glasses. You must remember they
do not hear naturally. They process sound differently.
7. Mental Fatigue is a very real issue for children with hearing
devices. Please allow time for hearing breaks. I assure you she does
not have ADHD, she just gets tired of listening through a device all
day and is constantly thinking about what she is hearing.
8. You can relate to mental fatigue. You get it too. Remember that
conference you attended? Or how your voice feels after a long day
of instructing? That's how my child's brain feels every day.
9. My child is a miracle. Don't be afraid to use his/her story to
make sure others have hearing checks and screenings. It's so
important. SHE WAS MISSED.
10. Just because he/she has hearing loss doesn't mean they use sign
language. Some people do, but please ask. Did you know 95% of
children with hearing loss are born to hearing parents? Yep, that
means SPOKEN LANGUAGE is the primary mode of communication
in the home. Some may use sign language, some may use spoken
language, some both. My child is oral. We chose spoken language.
However,

visual
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face/mouth/lipreading really help validate what she hears!
11. Classroom PLACEMENT is critical. Front of the room, near my
FM System/tower. If using a MINI-MIC, please test it before each
class for connectivity (turn your back to her and whisper sounds
for her to repeat. If not working, she can reboot the device within
seconds.
For more cool information, visit SongsForSound.org

